FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AVMED ANNOUNCES HEADQUARTERS RELOCATION TO DORAL TO AMPLIFY CORPORATE GROWTH STRATEGY AND DRIVE INNOVATION

MIAMI (November 9, 2021) — AvMed, one of Florida’s oldest and largest not-for-profit health plans, is moving its headquarters to the City of Doral in Summer 2022. The new office is a cornerstone in AvMed’s growth strategy and a unique approach to the future of work, which will transform how the company serves Members and helps them achieve better health. Relocating from the organization’s current Dadeland location, which served as AvMed’s Miami-Dade home for more than 40 years, 200 of the company’s Associates will work from the 57,000 square foot office (located at 3470 NW 82nd Avenue, Doral, Florida 33122), joining satellites in Gainesville and Sunrise.

“AvMed’s new Doral headquarters is a continued commitment to Miami-Dade County and the implementation of the company’s growth strategy. The technology-enabled office will inspire and cultivate purposeful interaction and innovation while making us more accessible to our clients in South Florida,” said AvMed President & COO Jim Repp. “The new space will also help strengthen our culture and empower our people by providing them a collaborative environment – no matter where they are working – translating to better Member service and fueling our continued industry leadership.”

Influenced by AvMed’s hybrid work structure, which provides Associates a flexible schedule and the opportunity to work virtually up to 60% of the time, the buildout – from private offices to public and innovation spaces – will offer technology-enabled areas that will foster in-person and remote teamwork and maximize effectiveness and productivity.
“Finding a location where we could create a purposeful space and future of work that optimizes Associate interactions and an exceptional environment was central to the search,” said Christine Shipley, Senior Vice President, Human Resources. “Combined with our hybrid and virtual work structure and other employee benefits, the new office underscores the organization’s dedication to making AvMed a Best Place to Work.”

The Doral site was selected based on accessibility to major highways and nearby amenities. AvMed was represented by Mathew Goodman, Jeff Gordon, and Will Morrison from Jones Lang LaSalle. Gateway Renellie, LLC was represented by Steven Hurwitz and Doug Okun from Jones Lang LaSalle.

NOTE – Additional renderings available upon request.

###

About AvMed: AvMed transforms lives to create a WELLfluent™ world. By uniting around this sole purpose over our 50- year history, we’ve aimed to inspire our Floridian health plan Members to focus on celebrating the riches that matter most— health and happiness. Learn more at AvMed.org.